
Taste That! 
Chocolate Mice   
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Prep Time: 20 Minutes Ready In: 2 Hours 20 Minutes 

Servings: 12 
 

     "Kids will love these, they are whimsical and fun. Cute chocolate mice rolled in confectioners' sugar or 

chocolate cookie crumbs are very realistic." 

INGREDIENTS: 

4 (1 ounce) squares semisweet 

chocolate 

1/3 cup sour cream 

1 cup chocolate cookie crumbs 

  

1/3 cup chocolate cookie crumbs 

1/3 cup confectioners' sugar 

24 silver dragees decorating candy 

1/4 cup sliced almonds 

12 (2 inch) pieces long red vine licorice 

DIRECTIONS: 

1. Melt the chocolate, and combine with sour cream. Stir in 1 cup chocolate cookie crumbs. Cover and 

refrigerate until firm. 

2. Roll by level tablespoonfuls into balls. Mold to a slight point at one end (the nose). 

3. Roll dough in confectioner sugar (for white mice), and in chocolate cookie crumbs (for dark mice). On each 

mouse, place dragees in appropriate spot for eyes, almond slices for ears, and a licorice string for the tail. 

4. Refrigerate for at  least two hours, until firm.  

     Line an old shoe box with tin foil and poke air holes in the top. Then, add  some chocolate sprinkles to the 

floor of the box. Serve the mice in the box and  it will look like they've been  living there for awhile. 

     Made tails out of caramels as suggested  by others with great results. A small knife to pierce the dough for 

the placement of ears, tail and eyes made assembly easy. Use pink pearl candies for eyes. Mice can be made a 

couple days ahead and kept in the fridge but caramel tails will get soft so do not add  until day of  the party. 

Tails can be made ahead as well but store alone. These are well worth the effort. For those unfamiliar with 

chocolate wafers Nabisco (R) makes Famous Chocolate Wafers. 

     I have no clue what chocolate wafer cookies are, so I used  Oreos (cream and all, crushed  them  in food 

processor until very fine). I used  the crushed oreos again to roll them on. For brown mice I rolled them  in 

baking cocoa powder. I did try the confectioner's sugar for white mice but they didn't look right at all because 

the "background" is too dark. I made 4 tails out of one caramel candy by cutting in quarters and heating them  in 

microwave for a few seconds. I attached the tails before rolling the chocolate bodies in the cookies/cocoa. I had 

to shove some of  the tail inside the body so they would stay attached. I made 18 mice out of this recipe.Try not 

to handle the "dough" too much, the heat of your hands will melt them and make them harder to handle. I used 

crushed teddy grahams for tan/beige colored  mice. 


